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Basic Configurations. Download Content. Please enable Javascript in your browser and reload the page to continue. To find more configurations please continue to page 2 of 6.Q: Script not working correctly I've got a problem with a script I wrote. I used a template for a add form and now it should insert into another table the data from the form in the "Category" column.
The form is working correctly, but when I try to use this script it is not inserting data into the table, so I got nothing in it. Here is the script: $product = new Product(); $data = $product->getValues(); foreach($data as $key=>$value) { $data = $product->getValues(); $data[$key] = $value; //$data[$key] = $value['Category']; } $product->delete(); $product->insert($data);
A: Based on the comment in the code from above I would suggest the following: $product = new Product(); $data = $product->getValues(); $product->delete(); $data = $product->getValues(); foreach($data as $key=>$value) { $data[$key] = $value['Category']; } $product->insert($data); I have used the above and it works with the basic example you have provided. The

reason I have provided this is because of your comment "the table" that you mentioned. This code should create a new record in the table and should only insert the value (based on the $value array that is created). **b**) (b). *κ*~t~ = 8 S mV^−1^ ⋅ cm^−1^
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Category:Modelling and animation software Category:Science software for Windows Category:FreewareQ: how to check if a field is loaded in Kohana 3.2 i want to create a function that checks if a certain field is loaded. This is the current setup of my function: function checkField($field) { return $this->template->content->{$field}; } this will throw an undefined
variable error, if the field is not loaded. i know that there is a way to check if a field exists, but i don't know how to do this with the approach i've taken. A: You are getting a "Call to undefined method Kohana_Template::content()" because you are not using the parent class's template instance. You should be using $this->template->content->{$field} (note the ->) instead
of $this->template->{$field}. If you want to check if a certain field is loaded, then you can't. It's not loaded until runtime. This is how it's done: $this->template->content->{$field} = NULL; // "set" it to nothing return; // no loading in this case Also I'm not sure why you want to use the template instance. If it's actually a problem, you can access $this->template->content
(which should return a Kohana_Template_HTML object) in a regular function. In what may be an action shot of the future, the ZX-10R Avant is exactly what its name suggests - it's a naked bike without fiddly bits such as handlebars and foot pegs. The new bike, launched in Japan yesterday, was designed by Waseda University's Advanced Cyling Research Institute and is
the first real road-going iteration of the AC-23, a student-built prototype with which Yamaha already has a relationship. Strictly speaking the Avant doesn't even have a proper name: at this stage Yamaha hasn't given it one. And like its AC-23 predecessor it's aimed squarely at serious cyclists, rather than the casual road enthusiast who wants a cool-looking road bike
without spending more than £4000 on it. "The development of this concept started with the aim of changing the status quo," says Yasuhiro Yamamoto, senior designer 4bc0debe42
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